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Expected results
Pupil:
● understands the mechanisms of magnetic interaction, electromagnetic induction,
magnetic levitation, the materiality of a magnetic field, and Ampere's law;
● explains the experiments of Oersted, Faraday, the nature of solenoid, electric engine,
electric measuring devices; knows the signs of the presence of magnetic field of Earth.
● uses the Ampere force formula in solving different types of tasks;
● defines the directions of magnetic field induction, the Ampere force, and induction current;
● assesses the meaning of the magnetic field of the Earth in life processes of organisms;
● understands the concept of a light beam, pointlight, and thin lens;
● uses the laws of rectilineal propagation, reflection and deflection, and thin lens formula in
solving the tasks of different types and during the completion of laboratory works;
● explains the reasons for sun and moon eclipse;
● measures the focal length and defines the optical force of a lens.
● understands the concept of a wave process, conditions of creating mechanic and
electromagnetic waves;
● knows the physical bases of modern wireless communication devices;
● uses the formulas of interrelation of length, frequency, and speed of wave spreading, and
speed of wave spreading to solve different types of tasks;
● knows the concepts of radioactivity, isotope, radionuclide half-life and radioactivity, nuclear,
and thermonuclear fusions;
● understands the mechanism of chain nuclear reactions; the mechanism of a nuclear
reactor; and mechanisms of nuclear processes of the Sun and the stars;
● knows about the impact of radioactive radiation on living organisms.
● knows the features and characteristics of straight movement acceleration; the concept of
inertial reference unit; acceleration, body impulse, free fall acceleration; first, second, and
third Newton's laws, the law of universal gravity, and the impulse law
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uses the laws of conservation to explain the physical phenomena and processes;
knows the physical parameters of environment pollution (mechanic, noise,
electromagnetic, and radiation); mechanisms of impact of solar radiation on the life of
organisms; mechanisms of ionization impact of electromagnetic smog and radioactive
radiation on the organisms;
knows the physical and technical bases of pollution preventing and eliminating devices;
knows the bases of safe energy production; and
realizes the importance of ecological behavior.

